
For your organization
• Enrich existing core benefits 
• Appeal to a multigenerational workforce
• Support financial well-being
• Offer a cost savings for the company
• Attract new employees
• Increase employee productivity & retention

For your employees
• Help fill coverage gaps from high-deductible medical plans 
• Maintain wellness and peace of mind
• Receive timely care
•  Keep up with regular bills and household expenses during 

treatment and recovery
•  Replace lost wages when they’re unable to work

78%  
of employees are more 
likely to stay with their 
employer because of their 
benefits program.2

Financial protection for your employees. Flexibility for you. Voluntary benefits are paid directly to your employees—not doctors and hospitals—and can 
be used for any purpose, from deductibles, co-pays and coinsurance, to noncovered treatments and everyday living expenses. PLUS, you can pay all, some or none 
of your employees’ voluntary benefits premiums. No matter what you decide, premiums are typically affordable, oftentimes costing just dollars a day.

On average, cancer patients spend  
$703 out of pocket each month  
on treatments alone.4

Cancer insurance pays benefits for diagnosis,  
treatments, hospitalizations, transportation,  
lodging and more.

employers offer voluntary benefits to address 
the financial well-being of their employees.18-in-10

About 1-in-7 Americans seek medical attention for accidental 
injuries each year.5 

Hospital indemnity insurance helps pay for hospital and intensive care unit (ICU) stays.

advantages
of   voluntary  
benefits

Voluntary benefits allow you to tailor your benefits program to meet the needs of your organization  
and your employees. Voluntary benefits are insurance products that enhance the total benefits package you 
offer employees. Also known as supplemental insurance, employees can elect to buy voluntary benefits to help 
fill the gaps left by the core benefits they may receive.

When it comes to employee benefits,  
one sizedoes not  fit all!

heart attacks & strokes each year.6

Heart/stroke insurance pays benefits for  
heart or stroke-related hospitalization, heart  
transplant, surgery, nursing care and medications.

1.6 MILLIONAmericans suffer

of workers say they worry less  
about unexpected health and financial 
issues thanks to their benefits.7

71%
Medical debt is the #1 source  
of personal bankruptcy filings in the U.S.3

Supplemental insurance helps fill  
the gaps left by high-deductible  
health plans.
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Interested in providing your employees  
with voluntary benefits they want and need?

Call (877) 266-7326, or visit us online @ 
washingtonnational.com/business-owners

We’re
here to 
help.
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LIMITED-BENEFIT POLICIES: The policies listed in this brochure have limitations and exclusions. For costs and complete details of coverage, please contact your agent. Insurers 
and their representatives are not permitted by law to offer tax or legal advice. The general and educational information here supports the sales, marketing and service of insurance 
policies. Based upon individuals’ particular circumstances and objectives, they should seek specific advice from their own qualified and duly-licensed independent tax or legal advisers. 
Washington National Insurance Company is an insurance product provider only. It does not act as a plan sponsor, plan trustee, plan administrator or ERISA fiduciary. Policies and 
benefits are subject to state availability. Most policies are underwritten by Washington National Insurance Company. Certain life products, as well as gap, dental, vision and wellness 
products, are offered through one of our third-party carriers.
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